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CRASH COURSE: POST-IMPACT TRAJECTORY INVESTIGATION
By John Kwasnoski, Professor Emeritus, Western New England College
Two cars approach an intersection, 1. CM at impact to CM at final rest posineither vehicle brakes prior to collision,
tion (FRP) is treated as a full braking
and the post-impact motions of the vehiskid, even though tire mark evidence of
cles include rotation and vehicle rollout to
full braking is not observed. Effects of
the final rest positions. This is a common
rotation on drag factor are not considscenario, and the reconstruction of this
ered, and full braking drag factor is
crash might be done by a linear momentum
used. This was addressed by Pultar1 in a
analysis in which critical assumptions are
mathematical model based on the fricmade without understanding the signifition circle concept.
cance of those assumptions.
2. Separation angles used in the calculaThe collision may be treated as though the
tions are determined by POI to final rest
vehicles were idealized point masses, disdirection, without regard for the actual
regarding their centers of mass, the effect
post-impact path of the vehicles or vehiof rotation on effective drag factor, and
cle rollout.
especially the path of the vehicle from impact to final rest. In the Accident Recon- 3. Approach angles are determined by
struction Journal “Letters to the Editor”
alignment of vehicle damage at full
column for Nov/Dec 1993, a writer points
engagement.
out some of the assumptions made in momentum calculations:
(Continued on Page 2)
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Crash Course: Post-Impact Trajectory Investigation
-- Continued From Page 1
Without correctly determining post-impact
motion parameters a linear momentum
calculation may become little more than an
exercise in algebra and trigonometry. A
limited at-scene investigation may make it
impossible to complete a momentum
analysis; this is better than making invalid
assumptions in order to be able to complete a mathematical calculation. An example of a complex post-impact motion
with significant rollout is the Dayton, OH
intersection collision (in which a van rolled
over a pedestrian crossing the street) that
frequented the Internet recently. Using a
POI to FRP direction for the separation
angle of one of the vehicles would have
been completely inappropriate, as there
was significant rollout to the FRP.

The result of each analysis was compared
to the known impact speeds, and a percentage difference was calculated. Two calculations resulted in negative impact speeds,
which had no meaning. In two cases the
impact speeds were underestimated. In the
other cases overestimates of impact speeds
ranged from 25% to 401%. Cutouts of the
vehicle profiles were given to several reconstructionists, and they were asked to
align the damages to determine approach
angles. In another test the same reconstructionist was asked to align the vehicle damages more than once, and variations were
noted. Aligning damage profiles generally
produced an uncertainty within a range of
+/-7 degrees. The variation of 7 degrees in
the approach angle produced significant
errors in calculated impact speeds in some
cases, especially those in which vehicle
weights differed significantly. The analysis
of the Smith and Noga staged crashes offers a rare opportunity to work with well
measured and documented crashes, and
affords a test of the certainty of linear momentum calculations when bad assumptions are made in lieu of evidence.

To demonstrate the effect of an erroneous
post-impact analysis fourteen “staged”
collisions reported by Smith and Noga2
were analyzed. The data on the staged collisions included scale drawings of the collisions and the post-impact tire marks,
measured drag factors, final rest positions
of the vehicles, etc. In each analysis the
separation angle was determined by using
the POI to FRP straight-line direction, and The analyses showed that the at-scene inthe entire post-impact motion was treated vestigation of the post-impact trajectories,
as a four-wheel skid.
relates directly to the accuracy of the momentum analysis.

Kwasnoski Teaching at Lethal
Weapon Course in 2009
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When using the linear momentum method,
ask the following questions:
1. What evidence is there of braking action
by each of the vehicles’ tires?
2. Does the post-impact trajectory include
significant rotation and/or rollout?
3. What evidence supports the determination of approach and separation angles?
4. Has a sensitivity analysis been completed?

Footnotes:
1 W. Pultar, “A Model to Determine
Acceleration of Rotating Vehicles”, ARJ,
Nov/Dec 1990.
2 R.A. Smith and J.T. Noga, “Examples
of Staged Collisions in Accident
Reconstruction,” Highway Collision
Reconstruction, ASME, November 1980.
**Reprinted with permission of the
author and from the editor of The Green
Light News -- February 2007 edition -Prosecuting Attorneys Association of
Michigan.
John B. Kwasnoski is Professor Emeritus
of Forensic Physics at Western New England College, Springfield, Massachusetts
after 31 years on the faculty. He is a certified police trainer in more than 20 states.
Professor Kwasnoski has reconstructed
over 1,000 crashes, including multiple
and single vehicle, pedestrian, motorcycle
and train crashes. Professor Kwasnoski
authored “From Crash to Courtroom:
Collision Reconstruction for Lawyers and
Law Enforcement” and “Crash Reconstruction Basics for Prosecutors” a
monograph for the NDAA’s National
Traffic Law Center. John Kwasnoski is a
frequent instructor for the Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association’s Traffic
Safety Resource Prosecutor Program.

ticipate in field sobriety tests is relevant to
show “consciousness of guilt.” Idaho’s
law has not changed from the time of
Bock, and the giving of adequate statutory
warnings is only relevant in the civil adJuarez specifically argued the Nevada stat- ministrative license hearings.
ute was not substantially conforming because (1) the Nevada statute provides it is
unlawful to have a BAC of 0.08 or greater State v. Paez, (Ct.App.2013):
within 2 hours of driving, irrespective of Paez appeals his Felony DUI and persistent
whether the driver’s BAC was below 0.08 violator convictions arguing the officers
at the time of driving; and (2) the Nevada lacked reasonable suspicion to detain him.
statute allows for a driver, whose BAC is The officers were informed that Paez was
below 0.08, to be prosecuted for DUI, intoxicated and might be attempting to
whereas the Idaho statute prohibits the drive by an unidentified private citizen
State from prosecuting a driver who tests who subsequently could not be located.
Specifically, Paez argues the unidentified
below 0.08.
citizen was an anonymous informant
The Court of Appeals rejected both of whose tip was insufficient to provide reaJuarez’s arguments holding (1) Idaho’s sonable suspicion to detain him. Furtherstatute largely mirrors the substantive es- more, he argues the officer’s investigation
sence of the Nevada statute, that the 2 hour failed to provide sufficient corroboration or
window is not a substantive difference, and independent grounds for reasonable suspiin fact, the Nevada 2-hour cap actually cion. The Court of Appeals agreed the citiplaces a higher burden on the State than zen was an anonymous informant; howimposed by Idaho’s DUI statute which ever, an anonymous informant’s tip may
contains no time frame; and (2) the Nevada still provide reasonable suspicion for an
statute prohibits essentially the same con- investigative detention if the tip bears sufduct as Idaho’s DUI statute – driving under ficient indicia of reliability.
the influence of alcohol. Juarez’s felony
In this case, the citizen’s tip was specific
conviction was upheld.
enough for the officers to draw a reasonable inference given the proximity in time
Unpublished Opinions
and location of the person and conduct
described. The officers went to the location
State v. Knott, (Ct.App.2013):
described and found a parked vehicle
Knott appeals the denial of motion to ex- matching the citizen’s description. Furclude evidence of his refusal to undergo thermore, the officers independently obtesting for alcohol or other intoxicating served Paez in the driver’s seat, with the
substances, arguing the evidence should be engine running, and apparently struggling
inadmissible in the criminal trial because with the simple task of putting the car into
the police officer failed to properly inform gear. The officers testified Paez appeared
him of the consequences of refusing evi- to be sleepy and his reaction time was slow
dentiary testing. Using other state jurisdic- when the officer knocked on the car wintion case law, Knott contends that “proper dow. Therefore, although the citizen incompliance” with the administrative warn- formant was anonymous, his tip was corings should be considered “foundational roborated by the officers’ independent obrequirements [that] are necessary for the servations. Under the totality of the ciradmission of the refusal evidence” in his cumstances, the officers had reasonable
criminal trial.
suspicion to detain Paez to confirm or dispel those suspicions.
The Court of Appeals, citing State v. Bock,
80 Idaho 296 (1958) reject Knott’s foreign
state authority and pointed out the Idaho
Supreme Court declined to add a limitation
Disclaimer: This newsletter is a publication
to using evidence of refusal to submit to
of the Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association,
evidentiary testing because the Idaho legisInc. Readers are encouraged to share varying
lature had not seen fit to impose such a
viewpoints on current topics of interest. The
views expressed in this publication are those of
provision restricting use of this evidence in
the authors and not necessarily of the State of
the Idaho Code. Furthermore, the Court
Idaho, IPAA, or the Idaho Department of Transcited more recent decisions wherein they
portation. Please send comments, suggestions or
held a criminal defendant’s refusal to pararticles to jared.olson@post.idaho.gov.

Idaho Traffic Law Update
State v. Edghill, (Ct.App.2013):
Edghill was convicted of vehicular manslaughter in 1997 based on his actions of
allowing children to ride on the front
bumper of his jeep. One of the children
either jumped or fell off and was ran over
and killed. As part of Edghill’s sentence his
driver’s license was suspended for life.
Edghill filed an I.C.R. 35 motion, contending the lifetime suspension was illegal.
The district court issued an order holding
the lifetime suspension was not illegal, but
said it would consider a petition to allow
Edghill to apply for a driver’s license after
the expiration of 10 years from the date of
the original judgment.
Up until January of 2012, Edghill was
granted conditional permits to drive an
ATV. The original district judge who sentenced Edghill retired and a new judge
took the bench. When Edghill filed another
motion to reinstate his driving privileges,
the district court denied the motion and
held the provision allowing him to continually petition for driving privileges after
10 years was illegal and struck that portion
of the sentence. Edghill filed another
I.C.R. 35 motion, which was denied.
The Court of Appeals held the lifetime
suspension to modification was an illegal
provision. However, the district court erred
in severing the illegal provision of
Edghill’s sentence. The Court explained
that a resentencing as to the lifetime
driver’s license suspension is required and
the district court is required to consider all
parameters of the license suspension, including its length, rather than just excising
the provision deemed to be illegal. The
case was remanded for resentencing as to
the driver’s license suspension.

State v. Juarez, (Ct.App.2013):
Juarez was arrested for Felony DUI based
on prior convictions in California and Nevada. Juarez argued the Nevada statute was
not substantially conforming to Idaho’s
DUI statute and therefore could not be
used for enhancement purposes. Juarez
appealed the district court’s holding that
the Nevada statute was substantially conforming.
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Legislative Watch

WEB SITES
Idaho TSRP
www.TSRP-Idaho.org
Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys
Association
www.IPAA-prosecutors.org
ITD Office of Highway Safety
http://itd.idaho.gov/ohs/
Idaho POST Academy
www.post.idaho.gov
National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration
www.nhtsa.gov
National Association of
Prosecutor Coordinators
www.napc.us
NDAA’s National Traffic Law
Center (NTLC)
www.ndaa.org
Idaho State Police Forensics
www.isp.idaho.gov/forensics/
Alcohol Beverage Control
www.isp.idaho.gov/abc/

The Idaho Legislature is back in session.
Over the next few months they will be
working on various bills, including many
that are related to traffic enforcement.
Here are a few of the current bills making
its way through the legislature: (Click on
the heading for full bill information)

Senate Bill 1379 - Uniformed Controlled
Substances - Schedule I -- This bill
amends existing law in reference to a
number of “designer” drugs. Federal legislation has scheduled 9 “2C” compounds, 3
“NBOMe” compounds and 2 “substituted
amphetamine” drugs. Additional dangerous
substances have not been scheduled. This
legislation specifically controls all currently known and any yet to be developed
drugs within the “2C” class, the “25
NBOMe” class and the “substituted amphetamine” class.

House Bill 404 - Ignition Interlock for
Repeat Offenders -- This bill is to bring
Idaho into compliance with the passage of
the federal highway act known as MAP21, defining “repeat offender” and making it mandatory for a 1-year installation
of an ignition interlock system.
House Bill 396 - Uniform Controlled
Substances Prescription Database -- This
House Bill 457 - Failure to wear seat bill amends existing law to provide that
belt, limit on use of evidence -- This bill certain prescribers shall register for online
seeks to modify the law that prevents a access to the Controlled Substances Prejury from learning a plaintiff in a personal scription Database, otherwise know as the
injury action stemming from a car crash prescription monitoring program.
failed to wear a seat belt.
Senate Bill 1284 - Increased Speed Limit
House Bill 461 -- 24/7 Sobriety and on certain interstate highways -- This bill
Drug Monitoring Program -- This bill amends certain Idaho statutes to give the
creates a voluntary, statewide 24/7 Sobri- Idaho Transportation Board the ability to
ety and Drug Monitoring program to be increase maximum speed limits on the
administered by the Idaho Attorney Gen- Interstate to 80 MPH, and 70 MPH on state
eral. The Attorney General is granted highways.
rulemaking authority to administer the
program. Offenders in the program are Senate Bill 1357 - Criminal Justice Rerequired to be tested twice per day to en- form -- This bill is also known as the “jussure they are abstinent from alcohol and tice reinvestment” approach wherein
other drugs.
Idaho’s criminal justice system is being
assessed to reduce the prison population
House Bill 349 - Revise Schedule III & and increase probation, parole and superviIV Uniform Controlled Substances -- sion programs.
This bill amends existing law to revise
the lists of Schedule III and IV controlled New bills will be introduced throughout
substances. The Board of Pharmacy is the legislative session. Therefore, this artistatutorily obligated to update and repub- cle is not an exhaustive list of bills that are
lish the schedules annually. A number of traffic related. For a complete list of the
controlled substances will be added to the bills and calendar for the 2014 legislative
schedules.
session visit: www.legislature.idaho.gov

Training & Conferences Notice
(Click on Course Names for More Information)

Idaho Drug Recognition Expert School — January 14-23, Twin Falls, Idaho
2014 IPAA Winter Conference — February 5-7, Boise, Idaho
Idaho 2014 Highway Safety Summit — April 14-15, Boise, Idaho
National Lifesavers Conference — April 27-29, Nashville, Tennessee
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LAST CALL
You might not recognize the name, but
maybe you recall the face from the many
impaired driving advertisements, commercials and billboards it has graced over the
years. His name is Kevin Bechen and he
has been responsible for supporting many
of Idaho’s impaired driving programs and
initiatives.
I was introduced to Kevin Bechen in
October of 2006 at the Riverside Hotel
during an Idaho Traffic Safety Commission
meeting. I happened to be there for a job
interview with the Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association. This introduction and
interview began the creation of the Idaho
Traffic Safety Resource Prosecutor program and a professional partnership for the
past 7 years.
Kevin Bechen retired this month, after
decades of service with the Idaho Transportation Department. Over the most recent decade he has served as the Impaired
Driving Program Manger for the Office of
Highway Safety. He has been my grant
manager and it has been my pleasure to
work with him to improve traffic safety on
Idaho’s roadways.

I have told my kids that Kevin is
responsible for me being on the Oprah
show. Ok . . . so he talked me into
being an extra in one of Idaho’s “Don’t
Drink & Drive” commercials, but I
understand it was played during Oprah
many times . . . not that I was watching.
Kevin and I have had a few adventures. We certainly have attended
lots of meetings, workgroups and
trainings. We have also spent many
hours strategizing what we could do
better to prevent impaired driving
from occurring in the first place, or
when it did, how we could better
hold offenders accountable for their
deadly choice.
The goal from the beginning of
our professional relationship was to move
Idaho Towards Zero Deaths! It is a goal I
witnessed Kevin take very seriously. In the
last 7 years we have witnessed significant
declines in the number of Idahoans killed
or seriously injured by impaired drivers.
We still have way too many offenders, way
too many victims and way too many tragedies. But if I have learned anything from
Kevin, it is the value of being consistent.
Our goal remains the same -- Zero Deaths.

Kevin
Bechen
Retires
I am sure his grand children
will appreciate the extra time
they now have with their grandfather, but I
am going to miss Kevin. He has not only
been a great manager, but I consider him to
be a personal friend. I congratulate him on
a job well done and wish him the best in
his new adventures.
Thank you Kevin Bechen for consistently working to make Idaho a safer place
to live and drive! --- Jared Olson
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